A local map a on an n-cell neighborhood of a 1-dimensional cellular automata system is decomposable if a is equivalent to the application of a 1 , followed by ~2, a.~ ,..., an, where a~ is a local map on a two-cell neighborhood. In this paper, an algorithm is shown which decides whether a is decomposable, and, if so, what decompositions are possible. In addition to the synthesis of decomposable maps, an analysis of such maps is shown. The existence of sequences of nontrivial local maps which produce a composite map independent of all neighbors is demonstrated. Also, it is shown that most sequences of m local maps on a two-cell neighborhood, for large m, produce a composite map realized by a shorter sequence.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem considered in this paper is the realization of a specified computation by a 1-dimensional binary cellular automata system Z. Each cell in Z has two neighbors, itself and an adjacent cell. It is assumed that local maps can be chosen freely from a set S of local maps and that at each point in time the local map for all cells is the same. The computation is specified by a local map ~(x 1 , x2,... , xn) on any number n of adjacent cells, where a and the cell states xi are binary-valued. A computation is achieved if a sequence of local maps ~1, e2 ,..., a~-i on a two-cell neighborhood is found such that the application of al, followed by a~, etc. is equivalent to the single application of ~(x 1 , x 2 ,..., x~). Such a's are said to be decomposable.
Related to this topic is the theory of cellular automata complexity tradeoffs. In particular, Theorem 3.4 of Smith (1971) shows that the computation performed by a l-dimensional binary cellular system Z with an arbitrary local map can be performed by a system with a two-cell neighborhood, if any finite number of states are allowed. The reduction in neighborhood complexity is obtained at the expense of an increase in state set cardinality and a longer computation time. That is, Z can be simulated by a two-neighbor cellular system Z1, which requires 2 • 3 n-2 states plus n --1 applications of its local map for every single application of o, where n is the number of cells in the neighborhood of Z. The existence of such a simulation is independent of a. Specific choices for a, however, have the nice characteristic that neighborhood complexity can be reduced without a corresponding increase in state set cardinality. These are the decomposable maps.
Also related to this paper is a result by Amoroso and Epstein (1976) which demonstrates the existence of a map, for each neighborhood in a 1-dimensional binary cellular system, that is not decomposable. Indeed, as is shown here, such maps are common.
II. NOTATION
Let .d be a finite set of states and 7/ the set of integers. A 1-dimensional cellular automata system Z can be viewed as an arbitrarily long strip of squares each containing a finite-state machine. Let G denote this machine. G, indexed by a point j ~ 7/, is called a cell. Interconnections among cells are specified by the neighborhood index X ~ (ia, i2 .... , i,~), for i~. ~ 7/. Line 1 of the machine at j connects to the machine at j + il, line 2 to the machine at j + i 2 , etc.
The cell at j + ik is said to be a neighbor of the cell at j. Each line carries the present state symbol of the corresponding neighbor. It will be convenient to assume, 1. neighbors are contiguous; i~+1 = i~ + 1, and 2. 0 ~ X; each cell is its own neighbor. Such assumptions do not restrict the cellular system since the next state of a cell can be independent of one or more neighbors.
Let an assignment of states to cells be called a configuration c; that is, c: Z ~ A, and let C be the set of all configurations. Cellular systems produce a sequence of configurations starting from the initial configuration Q. The sequence is determined by local map o: An,--+ A which specifies the next state of a machine as a function of the present states of cells in its neighborhood. In particular, a(x a , x 2 ,..., x~) is the next state of a machine at j if the state of the machine atj + ii is xi • c~ gives rise to a parallel map -rX: ~ on C, the set of configurations. That is, Zx:o: C--+ C where c' == zx.~(c) is the mapping c'(j) --a(C(j + il); c(j + i2),..., c(j + i,,) where A is the state set, X is the neighborhood index on one dimension, and is the local map. For all cellular systems considered in this paper, A = {0, 1}. Two configurations Q , c~ ~ CF are related q ~ c2, if q can be obtained from Q by a shift of s places. Thus, q ~ c~ iff q ( i ) ~ q ( i + s) for all i E 77 and some fixed s ~ 77. ~-~ is an equivalence relation and thus divides C r into shift equivalence classes.
Two cellular systems (A, Xa, ~a) and (A, Xb, a0) are equivalent if for all c e C F -rx~,%(c ) ~s Zx~,%(c)" That is, the follow-on configurations are the same except perhaps for a finite shift. Equivalence between two systems requires O" a ~ (7 b .
A flexible cellular automata system is a triple.
(A, x, s), ! where S is a set of local maps. The parallel map is *x.o: CF -~ C r , where a ~ S:
As with the cellular automata system, computations consist of a sequence of configurations. In the case of the flexible systems, however, there is a choice of local maps at each point in time.
:The scope of this paper will be limited to flexible cellular systems in which depends on two adjacent neighbors. There are five nondegenerate local maps on two cells,
O(xl , x~) = xl + x., , and E(xl , x2) = xl ® x, , where -, ", + , and (~ represent the complement, AND, OR, and exclusive OR operations, respectively. The remaining 11 functions on two variables either do not obey the quiescent restriction or depend on one or no variables. Two sets of local maps will be considered, A local map a(x 1 , x 3 .... , xn) is decomposable with respect to S if there exists a sequence of local maps ~, 0.3 ,-.-, a~-i e S such that *x,o(q) = -~,oo_#x~ .... l"" (~,o#~.~#3))"), where X=(0,1 .... ,n), X l=(0,1), and q~c2, for some fixed seZ. Intuitively, 0. is decomposable with respect to S if the single application of to c 1 on neighborhood X is identical to the application on X~ of 0.,, followed by 0.2 ,.-., and followed finally by a~-l, to ce, a configuration identical to c 1 except for a shift of s places, where el e S. The decomposition of 0. is denoted as o" = o-n_10.n_ 2 "'" 0"30-1 .
As an example of these ideas consider Fredkin's rule (Winograd (1970) )in 1 dimension. This two-state cellular system operates on the three-cell neighborhood index (--1, 0, 1). The next state of a cell is 0 if none or both adjacent cells are in the 1 state. The next state is 1 otherwise. Algebraically 0.~(xl, x2, x3)----xl @xs. Fig. la 
x 1 @ x3. Thus, a single application of 0.F is equivalent to two applications of E. To illustrate this, consider a cellular system with neighborhood index (0, 1) 1 Fredkin's rule has the interesting property that a sufficiently large number of applications will produce 2 ~ replicas of any finite initial configuration. and a (xl, x2) ~-E(xl, x~) . Fig. lb A layered network realizing a (xl, x~ ,..., xn (only if) On the contrary assume ~r(l, 1 .... ,1) -~ 1 and at least one cr~ ~ {A, O}. Let j be the smallest i such that e~ 6 {A, O}. When xlxz "" xn = 11 "'" 1 the inputs to all units ~r~, i < j, are 1 as shown above. Since a~ 6 {A, O} all e~ units produce 0. Bu~t the quiescent condition requires a,:(0, 0) = 0 and so all units a~ for which k > j produce 0's at their outputs also. Thus, a(1, 1 ..... I) = 0, contradicting the assumption.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 2 shows that a decomposition of lo~al map a consisting entirely of A and O has the unique characteristic, a(1, 1 ..... 1) ~ 1. Lemma 2 and the previous comments probe the only if part of A local map a is rotation invariant if a R = a. For example, A, 0, and E are rotation invariant. The extremal variables of a local map a(x 1 , x 2 ..... x~) are x 1 and x~.
LEMMA 5. L e t a ( x l , x~ .... , x~) be a local m a p dependent on both extremal variables a n d decomposable as ~ = a~-l a n -e "'" a~crl • Then ~ is rotation i n v a r i a n t iff ai is rotation invariant f o r all I <~ i <~ n.
Proof. (if) Assume all ai are rotation invariant. Then, flipping the layered net about its vertical axis leaves the network unchanged. Thus, an ~ a and so is rotation invariant.
(only if) Assume ~ is rotation invariant. Since ~ depends on x~ there exists an assignment ala 2 "" an of values to x l x 2 "" x~ such that a ( a l , a~ ,..., a n -l , O) =# a ( a 1 , a 2 ,..., a~_ 1 , 1).
If a~-I = 0, cr 1 cannot possibly be R for a 1 = R implies the output o~1(i ) of the first level for all i is the same for both values. Since ~ is rotation invariant An application of these results is a test to determine whether or not a given a(x 1, x 2 .... , x.) is decomposable. For example, if ~(1, 1 .... , 1) ~-1 and cr is not rotation invariant, ~ is not decomposable, because ~(1, 1,..., l) = 1 implies ~i ~ {A, O} for all i, 1 ~< i ~< n which in turn implies a is rotation invariant. However, a rotation invariant map a where o(1, 1 .... , 1) = 1 is not necessarily decomposable. The description of a complete test is given in the next section.
IV. SYNTHESIS OF DECOMPOSABLE LOCAL MAPS
The problem considered in this section is: Given a local map a ( x 1 , x~ ,..., xn) , determine a sequence of Meal maps a l , a2 .... , ~-1 on a two-cell neighborhood such that a = ~-1 "'" asal, if indeed such a sequence exists.
The algorithm to do this proceeds sequentially, first selecting an appropriate aa, then an appropriate as, etc. The selection of each local map is based on the observation that pairs of assignments of values to inputs of a layered net limit the choices for a 1 . For example, if a(0, 0,..., 0) = 0 and a(0, 0,..., 1) = 1, a l , in a layered net of n --1 levels, is neither A nor R. On the contrary, if a s ~{A, R}, both x l x s "" x~ = 00 "" 0 and00 "" 1 yield as(1 ) ~2(2) "" ~( n --1) -~ 00 "" 0 as an input to the layered net consisting of a s followed by a 3 , etc. Thus, to determine an appropriate a 1 , it is necessary to consider pairs of assignments in which one assignment under a maps to 0 and the other to 1. Once a s has been established the function realized by the rest of the net is known. I n a similar manner, a 2 is obtained, etc.
As an example, consider a local map a~ ( x l , x~ , xs , x4) O's, there are 64 1-0 pairs. However, most give no information, viz. 1011 and l l00. Several 1-0 pairs which do eliminate prospective candidates for cr 1 are shown by brackets. The only local map not eliminated is A. Thus, if ea is decomposable then, ~1 = A. The function to be realized by a layered net consisting of e2 followed by ea can be derived easily by applying A to the sixteen four-tuples in A local map can have two decompositions on different neighborhoods. For example, a~(x 1 , x2 , x~) = x a " 2~ q-x 2 • x3 has the decomposition ORR which corresponds to a layered net with x 1 , x 2 , xs, and x a as inputs, as well as the decomposition OR on a three cell neighborhood corresponding to a layered net with x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 as inputs.
A decomposition for a(x 1 , x 2 ,.:., x~) is called minimal if it consists of n --1 local maps on two variables. For example, of the pair of decompositions ORR and OR for %, only the latter is minimal.
An example of a local map a~ in which the synthesis algorithm fails is shown in Fig. 7 . 2 If a layered net of two levels is to be used, then the three 1-0 pairs crc is the local map used by Amoroso and Cooper (1970) to show that the existence of mutually erasable configurations is sufficient but not necessary for the existence of Garden-of-Eden configuration when parallel maps operate on the set of finite configurations. (only if) To show that a decomposable map has a minimal decomposition, it will be proven that the absence of a minimal decomposition implies there is no decomposition whatsoever. The proof is by induction on n.
Let 0-(xl, xe ..... x~) depend on extremal variables x 1 and x.. For n = 2, all the local maps //, R, L, O, and E are trivially decomposable when S = {~/, R, L, O, E}. When S = {A, R, L, O}, it must be shown that E is not decomposable as E = 0-i-Wi-2 "'" 0-1 for some i > 2 and for any 0-1,0-2 ,..., 0-i-1 c {A, R, L, O}. This can be done by a method used in the inductive step below.
Assume the absence of a minimal decomposition implies 0- (xl, x2 ,..., x~) has no decomposition for n = m-1 > 2 (the inductive assumption) and consider the case for n = m. That is, consider a local map e(xl, x2 .... , x,~) which depends on extremal variables and does not have a decomposition of the form 0-(x 1 , x 2 ..... x,,) ----~_1~m_2 -'-0-1 , for any 0-1 , 0-2 ,..., 0-~-1 ~ S. It is now shown that 0-(xl, x 2 ,..., x~) cannot be decomposed as 0-= 0-~_1a~_2 -'-0-[ for i =/= m and for any 0-~, ~ ,..., 0-/'-1 ~ S.
First, no decomposition exists of the form shown for i < m, since 0-depends on extremal variables and the layered net representing such a decomposition cannot have both x 1 and x,~ as inputs. Consider now i > m.
Algorithm 1 will fail to produce a minimal decomposition 0-,~-10-~,-2 "'" ~20-1 of 0-in one of two ways. Either 1. a 1 can be extracted with no contradictions but the residue functions a* is not decomposable as a* = 0-.~-W~-2 "'" %, or 2. al cannot be extracted.
Consider Case 1. If the residue function ~ is completely specified; let F = {~*}. Otherwise, let F be the set of completely specified functions obtained from a* by specifying all unspecified entries in all possible ways. Denote a** as an arbitrary element ofF. Since ~* is not decomposable as am-Win-2 .... a2 for any a2, % ,-.., a~-i ~ S neither is a**. Further, a** is on m --1 variables and must depend on the extremal variables; otherwise, a would not depend on extremal variables. The inductive assumption applies and so a** is not decomposable. Thus, for this case, a has no decomposition.
Consider Case 2, in which contradictory requirements on the residue function has eliminated all choices for a 1 . In particular, ~1 = A is eliminated in Algorithm l, because there are two assignments ala 2 "" a~ and bib ~ "" bm to xlx ~ "'" x~ exist such that , b3) 
A(al, a2) = A(bl, b2), A(ae, a3) = A(be

A(O, a~) = A(O, b~), A(al , a2) = A(b~ , b2) ..... and A(a,~ , O) = A(bm , 0).
It
Therefore cr 1 ~ A. This conclusion can be stated more compactly as follows: If A and B eliminate a 1 = A, then 0A0 and 0B0, where 0 = 00 "'" 0, A = a~a2 "'" am, and B = bib 2 "'" b,~ , eliminate e~ ~-A.
Similar arguments can be applied to the other choices for ~1. In particular, if A and B eliminate ~ = R, L, O or E, then 0A1 and 0BI eliminate e" = R, IA0 and 1B0 eliminate a" =L, 1AI and 1BI eliminate a" = O, and A1AA ~ and B1BB,~ eliminate #' --~ E respectively, where 1 == 11 '-' 1, A 1 = alal -" a 1 (k times), Am -----ama,~ "" a,(p --k --m times), B~ = b~b 1 "" 61 (k times) and B~ = b~b~ "" b~ (p --k --m times). Thus, for Case 2, or' has no decomposition.
It has been shown that if the inductive assumption n ~ m --l holds, then the absence of a minimal decomposition of a(x I , x 2 ,..., x~) for n = m implies there is no decomposition.
The case for m = 2, in which it is necessary to show that E is not decomposable as E = o'i_1o'i_ 2 "'" 0"20" ~ for some i > 2 and any a 1 , a z ,..., el-1 {A, R, L, O}, can be handled easily by an argument similar to that given for Case 2 above. That is, it can be shown that E is not decomposable because there is no appropriate choice for a~.
The significance of Theorem 1 is that if the synthesis algorithm fails to produce a decomposition of the form ~ = crn_la~_ 2 ".-a~el for ~(x 1 , xe ..... x~) no further testing is required; cr is not decomposable. Stated another way, it is necessary only to consider local maps which depend on extremal variables. For example, %(xl, x2, x3) = xl " ~ + x2 " 23 has the decomposition ORR which corresponds to a layered net with xl, x2, xs, and x 4 as inputs. Since ab is decomposable and independent of x~, Theorem 1 shows that there exists a decomposition on two local maps. Indeed as was stated previously, % is decomposable also as OR.
The appendix contains an ALGOL-like program which implements the algorithm described. It is a search of a tree which represents the possible minimal decompositions of a given local map a. The root node on Level 1 corresponds to e, a function which depends on its extremal variables. All nodes on lower levels correspond to residue functions. Each node ~ is either terminal or is the root of subtrees connected to ~ by arcs labeled A, R, L, 0 or possibly E. For example, if the root node is incident to an arc labeled A, the other node incident to A is labeled by the residue function obtained by extracting A from a. If no such function exists, both the node and the corresponding arc are absent. Lower level nodes are labeled in a like manner. Fo r example, a node on Level 3 which connects to the root node by arcs labeled 0 and O correspond to the residue function obtained by extracting O and O from ~.
A node is terminal if no residue function can be extracted. A terminal node on Level n --1 corresponds to a successful decomposition.
Note that the amount of search required depends on the structure of the tree. The absence of nodes with many branches corresponds to trees which, in general, require minimal search. There are two important cases where only one-way branches occur.
LEMMA 6. If o is decomposable as ~ = ~_1~_2 "" ~2~1, and dependent on extremal variables, then ~1 is unique.
Proof. Assume or(x1, x2 , ..., x~) is decomposable and dependent on extremal variables. Then, there exists an assignment of values ala 2 "" an_~ to xlx ~ "'" x~_~ and an assignment b2ba "'" bn to x2x a ".. x n such that, (a~, a~ .... , a,~_,, l) = a(a~, ~ ,..., d,~_~, o) (4)
(5)
If (4) holds, a~-t ----0 implies a t 4= O. Thus, a t is uniquely E. On the other hand, if (5) (a~, a 2 .... , a,,_ 1 , 1) 4= a(gl, g2 .... , d~_ 1 , 0) . Thus, a 1 :/= E and a 1 is uniquely O.
Lemma 6 shows that the root node has at most one arc to a lower level node. This result, however, is not true, in general for ai, i > 1, as in % of %. The reason is due to the existence of don't cares in the specification of the function realized by layered net Ni obtained by removing a 1 , a 2 ,... and cri_ a . In particular, since a depends on the extremal variables, there exists two assignments, one which sensitizes the output of Ni to the right extremal variable as in (2) and one which sensitizes the output to the left extremal variable as in (3). Otherwise, Ni, and thus the layered net realizing a, is independent of an extremal variable. These assignments eliminate all but one of A, R, L, and O. This proves the following:
THEOREM 2. If local map a is decomposable as a = %_1~_2 ... %~1 and is dependent on extremal variables, where a i ~ {A, R, L, 0}, then ai is unique for alll ~i~n--1.
Theorem 2 shows that if the local map set is {A, R, L, O} then there is exactly one minimal decomposition. Furthermore,
LEMMA 7. If local map a is decomposable as a ~ %_~(7~_ 2 "" a2a ~ and dependent on extremal variables, where ~ ~ {A, R, L, 0, E}, then ai for 2 <~ i <~ n is unique to within E and a i c (./1, R, L, 0}.
Thus, when the local map set is {A, R, L, O, E}, there can be at most two choices at any step. One naturally wonders if the choice can be freely made. That is, do both choices yield a function realizable by a simpler layered net iff the given local map is decomposable ? For example, aa(Xl, x2, xa, x4, xs) x2"x4"xs+x3"x~'2 s@x l'x 2"24+x1"x4"x5 has exactly two minimal decompositions OEEA and OOEA. Thus, % can be freely chosen as E or O. Unfortunately, this is not true in general. Consider, for example, % 21 " x2 " xa " x4 " x5 " x6 • The first two local maps are uniquely a 1 --a 2 ~ A. Two choices, A and E, exist for a 3 . If % = J/, then a 4 and ~5 are uniquely E and A, respectively. However, if aa = E, the remaining three-variable function is not decomposable. For the case of local map set {A, R, L, O, E}, therefore, there can be at most two branches per node. Experience with local maps on neighborhoods with less than six cells indicates that there are in all typically fewer than two or three alternatives which must be examined.
V. AN ENUMERATION OF DECOMPOSABLE LOCAL MAPS
Theorem 1 is also useful in the enumeration of decomposable local maps. That is, a local map a dependent on both extremal variables x z and xn is decomposable iff it has a decomposition of the form crn_wn_ ~ "'" a~a z . Thus, the enumeration of local maps dependent on extremal variables x 1 and x n requires the examination of decompositions of this form only. Of interest in this section are the following,
FARLO(n )
and FAnLOe(n), the number of distinct decomposable maps a(xl, x 2 ,..., x,) dependent on both extremal variables with respect to local map sets {A, R, L, O} and {A, R, L, O, E} respectively.
AA~LO(n )
and AARLOe(n), the number of ways local maps or1, a s .... , and a~ can be chosen such that a(x 1 , x 2 ..... x~) = an_la~_ 2 "'" tree z is a decomposable map dependent on both extremal variables, where the local map set is {./1, R, L, O} and {A, R, L, O, E}, respectively.
It follows from Theorem 2 that FARLO(n) = AnRLo(n ). However, the same is not true of FARLoe(n); e.g., recall that % and a a each have two minimal decompositions. Although FARLoe(n ) is of primary interest, the comparison of AARLoE(n) with FARLOE(n ) will show, on the average how many different assignments realize the same decomposable map. Table I shows the result of a computer enumeration of decomposable maps and assignments producing dependence on extremal variables. The data indicates Table I shows that six of the sixteen assignments of maps to a layered net of two levels realize composite maps independent of one or both extremal variables. These are AR, RR, LR, AL, RL, and L/;. Any assignment of functions to a layered net of n > 2 levels containing at least one of these six combinations will also be independent of extremal variables. A sequence of local maps which produces a composite local map independent of one or both extremal variables will be denoted as degenerate. A degenerate sequence not containing a shorter degenerate sequence is described as basic. For example, all six pairs above are basic degenerate sequences.
Let NARLo(n) be the number of sequences a,_le,_ 2 "-' a2e 1 which do not contain any of the six basic degenerate pairs. Clearly, NARLo ( 
NARro(n)
NARLo(n) = .5" 2.73 ~ + .5 "(--.73)".
Since NARLo(n) >~ FARLo(n), F~Lo(n) = o(r~,~o(n) ), where f(n) = o(g(n) ) means l i m ,~ f(n)/g(n) = 0. Thus, most of the sequences of n local map applications for large n are independent of extremal variables. This leads to the surprising conclusion that most sequences of n local maps from {A, R, L, O} realize composite maps which are also realized by a shorter sequence.
: For the case of local map set {A, R,L, O, E}, a similar statement is true. We have NARLOe(n) >~ AARLoE(n ) >~ FAnLoE(n), where NARLoe(n ) is the number of sequences cr~_a%_2 "-%% which do not contain any of the six forbidden combinations where a t ~ {A, R, L, O, E}. The recursion relation for NARLoe(n ) is
which has, for initial conditions NA~Loe(2)= 5 and NARLOe(3)= 19, the dosed form solution,
Thus,
FA~LOE(n) = o(TA~LOE(n)).
Somewhat more surprising than the existence of degenerate sequences are sequences which produce composite maps independent of all variables. The sequence AR of Fig. 3 is an example of this. Denote such sequences as trivial and any trivial sequence not containing a shorter degenerate a sequence as basic. Table II lists all basic degenerate and basic trivial sequences for n up to 6. It shows that both are fairly common. Local maps enclosed by brackets indicate a choice for the corresponding position. Thus, A I~ I the entry in the second column for n = 3 means AR and AL are basic trivial sequences.
Note that entries in Table II occur in pairs, such as AR and AL, AOA and OAO, etc. These exist by virtue of Lemma 1. That is, in a layered net, dependence on extremal variables is unaffected by complementation of inputs. Thus, if ~ is realized by a basic degenerate sequenee, so also is #. Since no basic degenerate sequence has ~1 = E, a :A al and so no unpaired entry occurs. Similarly, if ~ appears in Table II , so does aR.
Of interest also are pairs of local map sequences which realize the same composite map such as ORA and ERA, the two sequences which realize %. A catalogue of such pairs is shown in Table III . For example, pair ORA and ERA, appear as I~ ]RA. Table III includes pairs which are basic in the sense that they do not include a member of a shorter pair. Also, all pairs produce composite local maps dependent on both extremal variables. Again note that if a sequence a appears in the table so do aR and a/.
VI. CONCLUDI NG REMARKS Edward A. Bender of the Department of Mathematics at the University of California-San Diego (personal communications) has shown the following a Note that exclusion of shorter degenerate sequences in a basic trivial sequences rather than shorter trivial sequences eliminates AAORO as such a sequence, for example, since AORO ~ RO and so AAORO = ARO. However, AR is a basic trivial sequence. An interesting unsolved problem is the complete characterization of all basic degenerate sequences. Indeed, if basic degenerate sequences can be enumerated, so also can FARLo(n ) = AARLo(n) and FARLoe(n). Similarly, if pairs of sequences producing the same composite map can be enumerated so also can AARLoe(n ). These appear to be difficult combinatorial problems. However, the following seems reasonable,
Besides this, there is the question of whether a synthesis algorithm similar to the one presented exists for cellular systems of larger state set cardinality or with neighborhoods of more than two cells. The idea of comparing two assignments of states to cells ir~ the neighborhood which yield different next state values is applicable. Of primary concern, however, is the existence of an upper bound on the number of local map applications which must be examined before it can be concluded that some give n local map is not decomposable. For binary systems with two icell neighborhoods, Theorem 1 states that this upper bound is also the minimum number necessary. In effect, Theorem 1 guarantees the process is an algorithm rather than a procedure. Thus, it would be nice if Theorem 1 or some other upper bound result exists for the general case.
APPENDIX
The local map decomposition algorithm can be described formally by the following ALGOL-like program, DECOMPLOCMAP. This program calls a subroutine EXTRACT which extracts from a residue function some specified local map. EXTRACT, in turn, calls three simple programs. CONVERT1, CONVERT2, and LOCALMAPAPP which for the sake of brevity have not been included.
Comment: DECOMPLOCMAP--A program to find the decomposition given the inputs:
1. SIGMA IN--representation of local map cr to be decomposed.
N
--number of variables in SIGMA.
3. M --number of elements in local map set S.
(M=4ifS={A,R,L,O}andM=5ifS={A,R,L,O,E}).
The outputs produced are given as:
1. SIGMA OUT--one-dimensional array of a~'s corresponding to a decomposition of a.
2. SUCCESS ~ 1 if a is decomposable and ~0 otherwise.
Logic
The decomposition is found by first extracting al, then a2 .... , and finally an-1 • It is a search of a tree in which the root node is a. A node is terminal or has b ~ 2 branches labeled by prospective ai's--A, R, L, 0 and possibly E.
Nodes other than the root node are labeled by residue functions, if they exist. For example, the node which connects to the root node by the branch labeled A is labeled by the residue function obtained by extracting A from a. This node, in turn, branches to other residue functions through edges labeled by A, R, L, 0 and possibly E. If A cannot be extracted from a this node and the corresponding arc are missing.
If more than one decomposition for a exists, then only the first one found is produced. 
